Boebert is against requiring vaccinations for deadly viruses like measles, hepatitis and meningitis. She called vaccines a big problem, even during the largest public health crisis of our time.

**VIDEO: Boebert Said “Forced Vaccination” Was A Problem And She Was For “Medical Freedom.”**

“[BOEBERT 1:39] Mail in voting is a problem. We are overrun at the state level with liberal policies. Saw the power of grassroots against red flag, sex education laws which are wrong. Forced vaccination bill in Colorado is a problem. I created a petition for this nonsense bill to be repealed. [HOST 3:11] Host asks about SB 163 which forces kids to get flu, COVID, and HPV shots. [BOEBERT 3:32] This is bad. All for medical freedom. No forced injections. My kids are vaccinated. Need candidates who will stand up against this. Need to fight against the democrats.” [Real Patriot News, 6/10/20]